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Playing trumps with structured products in turbulent times
The trigger for a very intensive period on markets and for
movements within the market for structured products
took place more than a year ago, 15 January 2015, when
the lower exchange rate limit between the euro and the
Swiss franc was abandoned. Markets did not calm down in
the aftermath of this event – thanks to Greece and China.
Investors were unsettled by the associated volatility. While
the low interest rate environment, with rates below zero,
did little to help investors, it enabled structured products
to demonstrate their potential. In uncertain times the flexibility of structured products enables them
to come up trumps and offer good investment opportunities. Transparency and information are essential here, and are increasingly being pushed to the fore of investor needs.
The promotion of transparency and the dissemination of information have top priority for the association. The responsive design of the recent website relaunch represented a huge step in this direction. At the same time, the structure has been simplified and made more user-friendly – newcomers
and professionals now have easier access to comprehensive information, and this has been tailored
to meet their particular needs. In addition, the new website has also been optimised for mobile
phones, tablets etc. The new market statistics, launched at the beginning of February, also help to
improve the transparency of structured products. Figures for the entire Swiss market have become
available for the first time, showing the importance of structured products.
Further tools are in the pipeline, for the focus in 2016 is on the use of structured products within a
portfolio context – and consequently the targeted dissemination of information for relationship
managers (RMs). We are keen to present the extensive potential and potential uses of structural
products to relationship managers as comprehensively as possible. If RMs are specifically trained on
the suitable use of structured products in customer portfolios, these products can be employed not
only opportunistically but also systematically. A tailor-made app will help RMs understand how structured products work in customer portfolios and systematically explain the advantages of mixing in
these products. It enables different sample portfolios and different market scenarios to be vividly
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simulated, underscoring the huge potential presented by the systematic deployment of structured
products. There are plans to launch the new tool during the second half of the year – just wait and
see!
In-house news – the Association will be reaching a milestone in its history this spring: we will be
proud to mark the SSPA's tenth anniversary, and to review the achievements of the past decade.
Founded on 4 April 2006, it will therefore be celebrating its 10th anniversary on 4 April 2016. Today it
is eagerly sought and valued as an expert voice by public authorities, politicians and investors. We
will, of course, be marking this milestone anniversary in a fitting manner, and within the context of
an anniversary event in the early summer will be thanking in particular our employees as well as all
our associates for their trust and support.
Georg von Wattenwyl, SSPA President

FINANZ'16 – “Expanding Horizons”
This year marked the 18th time that the largest Swiss financial fair
opened its doors. FINANZ'16 took place on 3 and 4 February 2016 at
the Kongresshaus in Zurich. Over 100 exhibitors and numerous financial experts from Switzerland and abroad attracted a record
number of around 6600 visitors.
On both days of the fair, over 100 exhibitors from the financial sector showcased new products in the fields of investment funds,
structured products and real estate investment. As always, the first
day of the financial fair was open exclusively to professional investors. On the next day, private investors were also able to have their "horizons expanded" by the numerous experts.
The motto at Zurich's Kongresshaus was "Expanding Horizons". Following the bleak start to the year
for international stock markets, coupled with numerous other challenges facing the financial industry, new ideas and recipes are very much in demand.
The structured product industry also invited visitors to explore the
potential – and at the SSPA to add a little spice to their portfolios
with structured products. For in addition to the test version of a
new tool for relationship managers (see below), chilli chocolate
was also very warmly received by visitors. SSPA Chairman Georg
von Wattenwyl took part in the panel "Investing from a Swiss Perspective", and set out the potential and the ways in which structured products can be deployed. Structured products need to be
made even more transparent and comprehensible for pension
funds in particular, and this is something that the Association is
always keen to promote, according to von Wattenwyl. The open
forums "Benefits of Structured Products as Investment Products",
"The Right Structured Product in the Current Environment" or "Ask
the Structured Product Experts" provided additional opportunities to obtain information.
FINANZ’17 will also be held in the Kongresshaus next year, specifically on 1 and 2 February.
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Optimising transparency with comprehensive Swiss market statistics
The SSPA is continuing to improve the transparency of structured products for existing and potential
investors. For the first time, the new supplementary market statistics, which will be made available
each quarter, contains detailed figures for the entire market, thereby establishing a new standard for
the Swiss market. The report reflects current trends & developments, providing a comprehensive
picture of the Swiss sector.
For example, the statistics show that in
2015, a turnover of more than CHF 235
billion was generated with structured
products created in or for Switzerland.
In this conjunction, the proportion of
unlisted products was around 70%.
Structured products in and from Switzerland are mostly linked to equities
and foreign exchange; investments for
optimising yields are the most popular.
As the market statistics prepared by
Boston Consulting Group for the first
time also include non-listed structured products, the figures provide a comprehensive overview of
developments in the Swiss market. Barclays, Banque Cantonale Vaudoise, Credit Suisse, Goldman
Sachs, Julius Baer, Leonteq, RBC Capital Markets, UBS, Vontobel and Zurich Cantonal Bank as well as
one further SSPA member took part in the first survey of supplementary market data. They represent
a majority of the Swiss market. The SSPA aims to integrate all Swiss market players in these market
statistics.
Important conclusions (Q4 2015):


With a turnover of around CHF 235.1 billion, the overall market trend in the past year was
mostly stable and continuous.



At more than 63% of sales, yield-optimisation products accounted for the lion's share, followed by participation products at more than 16% and leverage products at around 14%.



Equities and foreign exchange are the most popular underlyings for structured products. In
the last quarter of 2015, 47% of structured products were linked to foreign exchange, and
44% to equities.



The ratio of non-listed to listed products sold was 75% to 25%. The number of transactions
with listed products was more than twice the number with OTC products.



Around two-thirds of the turnover is generated in the primary market, while the transactions
are almost exclusively executed on the secondary market. Most of the transactions on the
secon-dary market involve leverage products.



The most important currencies for Swiss structured products are EUR (36.9%), USD (32.3%)
and CHF (17.4%).
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Extensive reporting on the new market statistics

User friendly knowledge transfer of structured products: relaunch of the SSPA
website
The dissemination of information, comprehensibility and transparency of structured products are
central planks of the activities of the SSPA. By relaunching the website as a central communication
element, the Association offers existing and potential investors a modern and transparent platform
for information.
With its new website, which has been restructured in terms of both appearance and content, the
SSPA wants to make obtaining information on structured products a more user friendly experience,
thus facilitating access for beginners but also for existing investors. The consistent integration of callto-action elements enables direct access to both a general overview of structured products for beginners and detailed information for experienced investors. With a state-of-the-art content management system and an embedded responsive design for desktops, smartphones and tablets, the
new website also combines modern functionality with contemporary design.
The Association's cross-media communication strategy also focuses on the integration of social media platforms, in order to strengthen the Association’s presence in the digital era through networking. Customised and comprehensive information in real time via Linkedin & Twitter round off the
SSPA's communication activities and enable direct interaction between interested parties, issuers,
the buy side and partners.
www.svsp-verband.ch
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Lombard Odier and Cornèr Bank new SSPA members
The inclusion of the two active members and buy-side representatives Lombard Odier and Cornèr
Bank (first member in Ticino) on January 2016 represents a further step towards establishing the
broadest-possible industry representation.
François Brunetti, Head of the Structured Products Unit at Lombard Odier, declared as follows: "We
develop tailored solutions for our clients, and take the view that structured products offer genuine
added value as innovative, flexible investment tools. Our membership of the SSPA underscores our
long-term commitment to the Swiss market for structured products. We are proud to be part of the
successful development of the Swiss financial centre."
Nicola Lafranchi, Senior Vice President of Cornèr Bank, spoke about membership of the SSPA as follows: "As Swiss bank with local roots, we use structured products for our broad range of professional
asset management services. Our membership of the SSPA therefore underscores our long-term
commitment to the Swiss market for structured products, as well as to the Swiss financial centre."

International Structured Products Forum on 7/8 September in Lucerne
The traditional meeting of the sector will take place this year in Lucerne at the beginning of September. Together with SIX Structured Products Exchange AG, the SSPA makes increasing use of this event
as a platform for exchanging opinion and holding discussions. This year's forum will be addressing
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technological developments in the sector, in particular digital advice. In addition to keynote lectures
on digital topics, the participants will also take part in workshops to discuss the implications and opportunities for the structured products sector, while drawing up proposed solutions to identified
challenges. Programme details will be announced at a later date. At any rate, the dates 7/8 September 2016 need to be entered in your diaries.
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